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Abstract:
Debugging software has always been difficult, with little tool support available. Finding faults in parallel programs is even harder because the machines and problems are so large, and the amount of state to be examined becomes prohibitive. Faults are often introduced when codes are modified, the software or hardware environment changes or they are scaled up to solve larger problems. All too often we hear the programmers scream “It's not my fault!”

Over the years we have developed a technique called “Relative Debugging”, in which a code is debugged against another, reference, version. This makes the process simpler because programmers can compare the state of computation between a faulty version and a previous code that is correct, and the programmer doesn't need to have a mental model of what the program state should be. However, relative debugging can also be expensive because it needs to compare large data structures across the machine. Parallel computers offer a way of accelerating the comparisons using parallel algorithms, making the technique practical.

In this talk I will introduce relative debugging, show how it assists test and debug, and discuss the various techniques used to scale it up to very large problems and machines.
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